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Abstract
Vehicular networking is envisioned to be a key technology area for significant growth in
the coming years. Although the expectations for this emerging technology are set very
high, many practical aspects remain still unsolved for a vast deployment of vehicular net-
works. This dissertation addresses the enabling physical layer techniques to meet the
challenges in vehicular networks operating in mobile wireless environments. Considering
the infrastructure-less nature of vehicular networks, we envision cooperative diversity well-
positioned to meet the demanding requirements of vehicular networks with their underlying
distributed structure.
Cooperative diversity has been proposed as a powerful means to enhance the per-
formance of high-rate communications over wireless fading channels. It realizes spatial
diversity advantages in a distributed manner where a node uses others antennas to relay
its message creating a virtual antenna array. Although cooperative diversity has garnered
much attention recently, it has not yet been fully explored in the context of vehicular net-
works considering the unique characteristics of vehicular networks, this dissertation pro-
vides an error performance analysis study of cooperative transmission schemes for various
deployment and traffic scenarios.
In the first part of this dissertation, we investigate the performance of a cooperative
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) system with amplify-and-forward relaying for typical traffic sce-
narios under city/urban settings and a highway area. We derive pairwise error probability
(PEP) expressions and demonstrate the achievable diversity gains. The effect of imperfect
channel state information (CSI) is also studied through an asymptotical PEP analysis.
We present Monte-Carlo simulations to confirm the analytical derivations and present the
error rate performance of the vehicular scheme with perfect and imperfect-CSI.
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In the second part, we consider road-to-vehicle (R2V) communications in which roadside
access points use cooperating vehicles as relaying terminals. Under the assumption of
decode-and-forward relaying, we derive PEP expressions for single-relay and multi-relay
scenarios.
In the third part, we consider a cooperative multi-hop V2V system in which direct
transmission is not possible and investigate its performance through the PEP derivation
and diversity gain analysis. Monte-Carlo simulations are further provided to confirm the
analytical derivations and provide insight into the error rate performance improvement.
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Intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) [1] involve the application of advanced informa-
tion processing, communications, sensor, and control technologies in an integrated man-
ner to improve the functioning of the transportation system. Vehicular ad-hoc networks
(VANETs) are a crucial component of the ITSs and involve vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
vehicle-to-road (V2R) communications [2] enabling a vehicle to communicate with other
vehicles and sensors/access-points installed along the road.
The introduction of on-board sensor systems in vehicles and the progressive diffusion
of on-board localization systems (e.g., global positioning system (GPS)) along with the in-
vestment for roadside access points in various countries make vehicular networking suitable
for the development of various applications. Most of the applications aim to help improve
road traffic safety and efficiency. These provide drivers with timely information on road and
traffic conditions including collisions, incidents, congestion, etc., thereby substantially im-
prove the comfort of daily road travel. Besides these main navigation safety functionalities,
potential in-vehicle “infotainment” applications (i.e., information + entertainment) have
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recently emerged including audio/video streaming, high-speed internet access, cooperative
downloading, multiplayer gaming, mobile commerce and roadside advertising [2, 3].
Major research projects in North America, Europe and Japan such as ADAS and Eu-
ropean CarTALK2000 [4–6], FleetNet [4], the Japanese AHS and ASV [6], the USA VSC
and VII [6], and the Canadian-USA ATLANTIC [6], have been investigating this emerging
topic. Standardization of vehicular communications is also underway by major standard-
ization bodies such as IEEE, IETF, ETSI, ISO, SAE, ASTM. For example, in 2010, the
IEEE introduced the 802.11p standard known as Wireless Access in Vehicular Environ-
ments (WAVE). This standard focuses on physical and link layers to provide the required
robustness for vehicular communications. On the other hand, the ISO developed a set of
standards referred to as Continuous Air-Interface for Long Medium Range Telecommu-
nications (CALM). The CALM standard builds on the idea that future vehicles will be
equipped with more than one wireless technology. It offers a set of protocol standards that
will allow routing data over the available wireless technology at that time, based upon
the QoS requirements for the deployed application and the real-time performance of the
available communications media [2, 7, 8].
The current literature in VANETs has mainly focused on networking aspects, but has
not yet fully explored physical layer issues which inherently differ from well-studied tra-
ditional cellular or wireless local area network (WLAN) applications. The main challenge
facing the deployment of VANETs indeed manifests itself in their main advantage, i.e., the
lack of infrastructure. This makes the recently proposed cooperative transmission [9] an
ideal physical layer solution for vehicular networks. In the following, we first summarize
the concept of cooperative transmission. Then, we provide an overview of the vehicular
fading channels and discuss the available literature on cooperative vehicular transmission.
2
1.1 Cooperative Communication
Diversity techniques are of crucial importance in wireless communication systems to ensure
a reliable performance on fading channels. Diversity techniques involve the transmission
of multiple replicas of the same information signal over independent fading channels. Di-
versity can be mainly obtained through time, frequency, and/or spatial dimensions. In
the last decade, spatial diversity that involves the deployment of multiple antennas has re-
ceived much attention. Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) communication systems
lead to improvements in link reliability and/or spectral efficiency (see e.g., [10–15]). With
their appealing features, they have already become a part of the wireless standards. Un-
fortunately, the use of multiple antennas might not be practical at mobile devices due to
size and power constraints. This limitation motivates the concept of cooperative diversity
where nodes help each other relay each others message.
Cooperative diversity [16–20] exploits the broadcast nature of wireless transmission
and creates a virtual (distributed) antenna array through cooperating nodes to extract
spatial diversity. The source node and its nearby relaying nodes share their antennas and
send the same message through independent fading paths. Based on the relaying mode,
cooperative transmission can be categorized into two main groups [16, 17]. The first one
is amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying which is also known as non-regenerative relaying. In
this type of relaying, relay node receives an attenuated version of the transmitted signal
and retransmits it after scaling the received signal to meet the average power constraint.
On the other hand, in decode-and-forward (DF) relaying, the relay needs to first detect the
signal and then re-encodes it for transmission to the destination. This type of relaying is
also known as regenerative relaying.
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Either AF or DF relaying can be combined with various cooperation protocols. In
their pioneering work [17], Laneman et al. consider a multi-relay cooperation scenario
where the source signal is transmitted to a destination terminal through a number of
half-duplex terminals and demonstrate that the receiver achieves full spatial diversity.
Their proposed user cooperation protocol is built upon a two-phase transmission scheme.
In the first transmission phase (i.e., broadcasting phase), the source broadcasts to the
destination and relay terminals. In the second transmission phase (i.e., relaying phase), the
relays transmit processed version of their received signals to the destination using either
orthogonal subchannels (repetition based cooperative diversity) or the same subchannel
(space-time coded cooperative diversity).
Since in its introduction, cooperative diversity has attracted much attention within
the academic and industrial circles for various applications and there has been already
a rich literature on the cooperative diversity techniques. The current results, however,
are not directly applicable to vehicular networks due to their underlying assumption of
quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel model. Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to
characterize the envelope of a fading signal in cellular radio systems. This statistical
model typically assumes a wireless communication scenario with a stationary base station
antenna above roof-top level and a mobile station at street level. On the other hand, in
V2V communication systems, both the transmitter and receiver are in motion and their
antennas are relatively at lower elevations invalidating the quasi-static Rayleigh fading
assumption. Realizing the full potentials of cooperative diversity in VANETs requires an
in-depth investigation of performance limits under realistic vehicular channel models and
development of enabling techniques to support broadband vehicular applications.
4
1.2 Overview of Vehicular Fading Channels
In this section, we introduce the theoretical material on understanding the vehicular chan-
nel models that will be used in the later parts of the dissertation. In an effort to emphasize
the difference from the conventional models, we first summarize the commonly used Jakes
model.
In wireless communication systems, the transmitted signals are subject to multipath
propagation that results in variations of the received signal strength as a function of
transceiver location and frequency. Due to reflection and refraction, the received signal is
a superposition of the delayed, attenuated, and phase-shifted versions of the transmitted
signal. These signals may add constructively or destructively, causing severe fluctuations
in the received signal strength (with respect to its average power) known as fading.
If the transmitter and/or receiver are in motion, the effect of Doppler shift should be
further taken into account. The Doppler shift is the amount of the change in the observed
frequency due to the vehicles relative mobility. Ignoring the additive noise, the band-pass
received signal can be written as [21]




αn (t) sl (t− τn (t)) ej2πfc(t−τn(t))
 (1.1)
where N (t) is the number of resolvable multipath components, αn (t) is the attenuation
factor of the nth path, sl (t) is the equivalent low-pass signal, τn (t) is the delay associated
with the nth path, and fc is the carrier frequency. The impulse response of a linear time
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variant filter (LTV) to model this channel can be therefore written as [21]




−j2πfcτn(t)δ (τ − τn (t)) (1.2)
If the transmitter and/or receiver are in motion, the effect of Doppler shift should be
further taken into account. This yield [22,23]




αn (t) sl (t− τn (t)) ej(2πfc+ωDn (t))(t−τn(t))
 (1.3)
or, equivalently, the impulse response as




j((ωDn (t))(t−τn(t))+2πfcτn(t))δ (τ − τn (t)) (1.4)
In the above, ωDn (t) is the Doppler phase shift associated with the n
th path due to the
mobility. It is given by
ωD (t) = 2πfD (t) =
2π
λ
v (t) .cos (ϑ) (1.5)
where ϑ is the angle of incidence of the signal on the vehicle, v (t) is the vehicle velocity,
λ is the wavelength of the carrier, and fD (t) is the Doppler shift. The difference between
the Doppler shifts in various signal components (contributing to a single fading channel
tap) forms the Doppler spread of the channel and is given by fd = 1/Td , where Td is the
coherence time of the channel.
The well known Jakes model assumes an isotropic rich scattering around the mobile
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receiver antenna and builds upon a single-ring model (see Figure 1.1). In this model, the
angles of arrival ϑ of the waves arriving at the receiving antenna are uniformly distributed
in the interval of [−π, π). This single ring model is generally used for cellular systems that
typically involve a stationary base station antenna above roof-top level unobstructed by
the local scatterers.
Ring	  of	  local	  scatterers	  
	  






Figure 1.1: The single ring model.
In highly scattered areas, there are a large number of paths along with the absence of
a dominating line-of-sight (LOS) path. Central Limit Theorem suggests that the complex
fading coefficient can be modeled as zero-mean complex Gaussian. Therefore, the envelope
of the channel follows a Rayleigh distribution while the phase is uniformly distributed
[21,24,25]. Under the well-known Jakes model, the channel autocorrelation function follows
[22]
C (τ) = σ2J0 (2πfDmτ) (1.6)
where J0 (.) is the zero order Bessel function, σ
2 is the channel variance, and fDm is the
maximum Doppler shift. The corresponding normalized Doppler power spectral density
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(PSD), illustrated in Figure 1.2, is given by






























Figure 1.2: Jakes Doppler PSD (fDm = 100Hz).
In contrast to a cellular scenario, the inter-vehicular communication (IVC) has both
transmitter and receiver antennas close to the ground level (1.5-2.5m), and mostly dynamic
with random speed and variation. This requires considering the local scattering around
both transmitters and receivers.
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In [26], Akki and Haber consider a scattering model surrounding the mobile terminals
with omni-directional antennas. They assume that two communicating terminals moving
with velocities v1 and v2. For this double-mobility scenario, each path will be subject to
separate Doppler shifts yielding to the impulse response [23,26]




j((ωD1n (t)+ωD2n (t))(t−τn(t))+2πfcτn(t))δ (τ − τn (t)) (1.8)
where ωD1n (t) and ωD2n (t) are the Doppler phase shifts introduced by the two mobile
vehicles. Here, the delay term can be expressed as
τn (t) = τi + δτn (t) (1.9)
where τi is the mean value of multipath time delay, δτn (t) is the time delay difference for
the nth path measured from that mean value. We can then express (1.9) as




j((ωD1n (t)+ωD2n (t))(t−τi)+2πfcτi+φn)δ (τ − τi − δτn (t)) (1.10)
in (1.10), φn = (2πfc + ωD1n (t) + ωD2n (t)) δτn (t) is uniformly distributed in [0, 2π). The
time correlation function is given by













with t1 and t2 refer to the two different time instants, we have ∆t = t2 − t1. The power
















(1 + η) fD1m
)2 (1.12)
where η = v2/v1, and fD1m is the maximum Doppler shift due to the motion of the
transmitter, and K [.] is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. For η = 0 (i.e.,
v2 = 0), the power spectrum and time correlation functions reduce back to Jakes model.






















Figure 1.3: Akki and Habers Doppler PSD (η = 1).
In [23], Patel et al. introduce the double-ring model which assumes uniformly dis-
tributed ring of local scatterers over two rings around the mobile terminals (See Figure
1.4). In such a model, a sufficiently large distance exists that allows each of them to be
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independently surrounded by different rings of local scatterers [27]. Under frequency-flat
assumption, the impulse response of the LTV filter for this channel model






j((ωD1nm (t)+ωD2nm (t))t+φnm)δ (τ) (1.13)
where N (t) is the number of resolvable multipath components due to the scatterers located
in the transmitter ring and M (t) is the number of resolvable multipath components due
to the scatterers located in the receiver ring.	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  The	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  Rx	  end	  ring	  
	   Figure 1.4: The double ring model.
A general form shown in Figure 1.5, to introduce the scatterers and mobility order is
further introduced in [28,29]
H = C +H1 + αH2H3 + βH4H5H6 + . . . (1.14)
where H is the cumulative transfer function after multiple layers of scattering, C is the
Rician factor, and Hi with i = 1, 2, ... are complex, independent Gaussian fading processes.
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   Figure 1.5: Multiple scattering layers.
In [29], Andersen proposes the so-called cascaded (double) Rayleigh-double Doppler










This model can be justified in a scenario as illustrated in Figure 1.6. Here, two Dopplers
are due to the dual mobility, while the double Rayleigh assumption is due to the fact that
different independent scatterers independently surround the two mobile terminals. This
differs from the double-ring model in the sense that the distance between the two scatterers
rings is much larger than the radius of the ring [27].
If there are common scatterers around both of the two mobile terminals (See Figure
1.7), the corresponding channel model is known as single Rayleigh-double Doppler model





j((ωD1n (t)+ωD2n (t))t+φn) (1.16)
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Figure 1.6: Double Rayleigh-double Doppler model.
The single Rayleigh-double Doppler model will have the autocorrelation function and the
power spectrum of the complex envelope given by (1.11) and (1.12) respectively [23,26].
1.3 Related Literature, Dissertation Motivation and
Contribution
A decentralization of wireless networks to reduce the dependence on fixed infrastructures
has become the hot topic in the past few years. However, decentralization gives rise
to various network setup and management issues. The vision for future communication
systems need to be builds over more robust networks in the wake of unforeseen situations.
We envision future communication networks to be self-organizing and intelligent. The
evolution to integrated networks is expected to permit new services and usage models with
higher efficiency network to be used in roaming and communicating the network anytime,
anywhere and with any technology. To support wide applications that requires higher and
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Figure 1.7: Single Rayleigh-double Doppler model.
reliable data rate, wireless communication system designers need to optimize the network
performance to meet some challenging parameters such as better link reliability, higher
data rates, fewer dropped connections and longer battery life. As a matter of fact, we
can make the most of the vehicles on roads by forming a network that relays information
from one vehicle to another. In other words, by deploying cooperative techniques in IVC
networks we can benefit from both systems similar to the case of mobile terminals in ad
hoc as well as wireless sensor networks [27].
Characteristic advantages of IVC networks are; 1) the abundant energy and computing
power (including both storage and processing), hence the operating vehicles can afford
significant computing, communication and sensing capabilities. 2) Unlike general mobile
ad hoc networks, vehicles can have very predictable movement that is in the most common
cases limited to roadways. 3) Roadway information is often available from positioning
systems and map-based technologies such as GPS. 4) Given the average speed, current
speed, and road trajectory, the future position of a vehicle can be predicted. However,
14
IVC networks physical layer designs have to cope with tremendous challenges that in-
clude: extendable network area over the entire road that includes many participants and
extremely dynamic environment with a topology that is always changing: e.g., in high-
ways, relative speed of up to 300 km/h may occur, while density of nodes may vary from
1-2 to tens of vehicles per kilometer in busy roads. Due to high-speed movement between
vehicles, the topology of vehicular networks is always changing. Due to the same reasons,
the connectivity of the vehicular networks could also be changing frequently. Another chal-
lenge occurs when the vehicle density is low; it has higher probability that the network is
disconnected. In some applications, such as ubiquitous Internet access, the problem needs
to be solved. For the most common scenarios, vehicular networks are usually operated in
two typical communications environments. The first is the highway traffic scenarios where
the environment is relatively simple and straightforward (e.g., constrained one-dimensional
movement). The second is the city traffic scenarios where it becomes much more complex.
Buildings, trees and other obstacles often separate the streets. Therefore, there isnt always
a direct line of communications in the direction of intended data communication.
There has been a growing literature on the networking and application layers in VANETs
such as routing, security, or Quality of Service (QoS) [32–38]. However, the relevant lit-
erature on the physical layer aspects is sparse. While the existing works on the physical
layer of cooperative vehicular networks build upon rather approximate or simplified as-
sumption of narrowband systems in very slow traffic flows such as in rush hours, resulting
in frequency-flat and quasi-static fading channels [39–43]. In most practical scenarios, in
IVC communication systems, both the transmitter and the receiver are in motion and the
elevations of their antennas are relatively lower, invalidating the quasi-static Rayleigh fad-
ing channel assumption. Inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to the broadband nature of
15
the system introduces frequency-selectivity while Doppler spreads result in time-selectivity.
For the performance evaluation, conducting field trials are highly expensive and time con-
suming [24, 25, 43, 44]. Hence, in this dissertation, we aim to find analytical closed form
expressions on the performance of vehicular networks and advise possible improvement
methods. To assess the performance of vehicular communication systems at the link level,
bit error rate (BER), pairwise error probability (PEP) and the diversity gains are used as
a performance measures.
In Chapter 2 we investigate the performance of a cooperative vehicular network over
a doubly-selective fading channel and double-ring second-order statistics. We consider
two vehicular scenarios; in the first scenario we consider a city/urban area where source,
relaying and destination vehicles travel with arbitrary velocities and all underlying links
experience doubly-selective fading in a highly scattering area. In the second scenario we
consider a highway where the source and relaying vehicles typically travel in the same
direction with similar speeds and surrounded by scatterers. In this scenario, source-to-
destination and relay-to-destination links are modeled by doubly-selective channel. For
these two scenarios, under the assumption of AF relaying with orthogonal cooperation
protocol, we derive a PEP expression and demonstrate the achievable diversity gains. Via
proper linear constellation precoding, we investigate the ability of the cooperative vehic-
ular scheme to extract the maximum available diversity in frequency (through multipath
diversity), time (through Doppler diversity) and spatial (through cooperative diversity)
dimensions. The effect of imperfect channel state information is also studied through
an asymptotical PEP analysis. We further conduct Monte-Carlo simulations to confirm
the analytical derivations and present the error rate performance under various mobility
conditions and scenarios [45–48].
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In Chapter 3, we consider R2V communications in which roadside access points use
cooperating vehicles as relaying terminals. This can be particularly useful in suburban
or remote areas where the frequent deployment of roadside access points is not either
possible or cost-effective. For the doubly-selective vehicular channel under consideration,
we employ a precoded cooperative transmission technique to extract the underlying rich
multipath-Doppler-spatial diversity. Further we investigate a relay selection scheme to
take advantage of the potentially large number of relaying vehicles to extract extra spatial
diversity to fully improve the communication performance. Under the assumption of DF
relaying, we derive a pairwise error probability expression and demonstrate the achievable
diversity gains. We further provide Monte-Carlo simulations to confirm the analytical
derivations and provide insight into the error rate performance of infrastructure-to-vehicle
cooperative communications [49].
In Chapter 4, we consider a multi-hop broadband communication, for a precoded IVC
system using cooperative transmission and DF relaying. Cooperative multi-hop transmis-
sion is a way to attain broader coverage by splitting the communication link from the source
to the destination into several, possibly shorter hops. It has successfully emerged as a re-
liable communication model that extends coverage, reliability, scalability, etc. We extend
multi-hop relaying into precoded inter-vehicles communication under the doubly-selective
realistic assumption. We propose a cooperative scheme that uses vehicles as relaying ter-
minals. A precoded model is used to extract underlying rich diversity gains found in these
types of doubly selective channels. Further we investigate relay selection per each hop to
take advantage of the potentially large number of relaying vehicles to extract extra spatial
diversity to fully improve the communication performance. We investigate the achievable
multipath-Doppler diversity gain for the proposed precoded model by deriving a closed
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form of the error performance curves. We further conduct numerical and Monte-Carlo
simulations to confirm the analytical derivations. Applications for our proposed scheme
can be introduced but not limited to connecting two remote urban cities in case of the ab-
sence of infrastructure communication network between both of them, relaying emergency
messages to infrastructure-less areas in case of accidents or disasters, increasing scalabil-
ity and reliability for broadcasting traffic and commercial information to IVC networks,
etc. Numerical as well as Monte-Carlo simulations are further provided to confirm the
analytical derivations and provide insight into the error rate performance [50].





In this chapter, we consider a dual-hop cooperative vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) transmission
over a doubly-selective fading channel. To handle spreading in time and frequency, we
investigate a precoded cooperative scheme to exploit delay and Doppler spreads to our
advantage. Our transmission model essentially extends the linear constellation precoding
technique presented in [51] for conventional SISO direct transmission to a V2V cooperative
transmission. For two traffic scenarios under city/urban settings and a highway area, we
derive PEP expressions and demonstrate the achievable diversity gains. The effect of
imperfect channel state information (CSI) is also studied through an asymptotical PEP
analysis. We present Monte-Carlo simulations to confirm the analytical derivations and
present the error rate performance of the vehicular scheme with perfect and imperfect CSI.
The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, we present the precoded coopera-
tive system model along with the vehicular fading channel. In Section 2.2, we provide a
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diversity gain analysis through PEP derivation. In Section 2.3, we describe the channel es-
timation procedure with pilot symbols and investigate the effect of imperfect CSI through
an asymptotical PEP analysis in Appendix A. In Section 2.4, we present Monte-Carlo
simulation results for the error rate performance. Finally, we conclude in Section 2.5.
2.1 System Model
In this section, we first summarize the channel model along with vehicular scenarios and
then present the precoded cooperative SISO and MIMO schemes under consideration.
2.1.1 Traffic Scenarios and Channel Model
We consider two traffic scenarios. In the first scenario (See Figure 2.1), we consider a
city/urban area where source, relaying and destination vehicles travel with arbitrary ve-
locities and all underlying links experience doubly-selective fading in a highly scattering
area.
In the second scenario (See Figure 2.2), we consider a highway where the source and re-
laying vehicles typically travel in the same direction with similar speeds and surrounded by
scatterers. In this scenario, source-to-destination and relay-to-destination links are mod-
eled by doubly-selective channel. On the other hand, since the relative Doppler frequency
of the source and relaying vehicles traveling in the same direction with similar speeds be-
comes nearly zero, the source-to-relay link can be modeled by time-flat and frequency-flat
channel.
To reflect the relay geometry, we consider an aggregate channel model which takes
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Figure 2.1: Cooperative V2V communication model in a city/urban area.
into account both path-loss and small-scale fading. The path loss is proportional to dα
where d is the propagation distance and α is the path loss coefficient. Let dsd, dsr and drd
denote the distances of source-to-destination (S→D), source-to-relay (S→R), and relay-to-
destination (R→D) links, respectively, and θ is the angle between lines S→R and R→D.
Normalizing the path loss in S→D to be unity, the relative geometrical gains are defined
respectively as Gsr = (dsd/dsr)
α and Grd = (dsd/drd)
α. The ratio Gsr/Grd reflects the effect
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Figure 2.2: Cooperative V2V communication model in a highway/suburban area.
As for the short-term fading model, we adopt the double-ring channel model which is
given by the autocorrelation function (1.11) and the corresponding power spectral density
in (1.12). The maximum Doppler shift due to the relative motion of the two vehicles
is given by fDm = [v1cos (ϑ1) + v2cos (ϑ2)]/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the carrier
frequency with ϑ1 and ϑ2 representing the angle of incidence of the signal on the first and
second vehicles, respectively. Note that in vehicular channel there are several instantaneous
velocities due to the acceleration/decelerations. Maximum Doppler shift fDm is calculated
22
based on the maximum velocities experienced.
We can further define the delay spread τ , caused by the multiple propagation paths
between the transmitter and the receiver, governs the frequency selective nature of the
channel. Similarly, the Doppler spread 2fDm , caused by the mobility between the trans-
mitter and the receiver, governs the time selectivity. The delay-Doppler spread product
2fDmτ quantifies the channel variation across time and frequency, and plays an important
role in estimating doubly selective channels. For the values of 2fDmτ < 1 the channel
is classified as doubly-selective which is a special case of the underspread channel [51],
which intuitively speaking, bounds the channels’ degrees of freedom and renders channel
estimation well posed. Based on the V2V channel model for the traffic densities under
consideration, the maximum delay spreads are reported as τd = 1.113 µs and 1.773 µs
in [44]. In our model, the maximum velocities for source, relay and destination vehicles are
assumed to be equal to ≥ 50km/h. In line with the IEEE 802.11p standards, we choose
an operating frequency of fc = 5.9GHz, resulting in fDm = 327.7Hz. The delay-Doppler
spread factor will be equal to 2fDmτ ≈ 0.0012 satisfying the doubly-selective underspread
condition [51–54].
2.1.2 Model for SISO Cooperative Transmission
Here we assume that source, relay, and destination vehicles are equipped with single an-
tennas. We assume the orthogonal cooperation protocol of [17] and AF relaying. In the
broadcasting phase, the source vehicle sends its signal to the relay and the destination
vehicles. In the relaying phase, the relay vehicle properly scales its received signal (to
avoid power budget violation) and forwards the resulting signal to the destination. The
















































Figure 2.3: SISO cooperative transmission scheme.
received signals.
We consider a precoded cooperative scheme as shown in Figure 2.3. The input data
packets (generated from an M-QAM constellation) of length Nt are divided into shorter
sub-blocks of length Ns (Ns ≤ Nt). Let each of these sub-blocks be denoted by s (n) which
will be the input to the linear precoder Θ of size Ns ×Nt. We use the precoder proposed
in [51] which ensures the maximum diversity over doubly-selective channels and eliminates
the inter-block interference (IBI) term. It is given by Θ = FHP+QT1⊗T2 where FHP+Q is a
(P +Q)-point IFFT matrix, T1 := [IP , 0P×Q]T and T2 := [IZ , 0Z×L]
T. Here, P ≥ 1 and
Z ≥ 1 are the precoder design parameters such that Ns = PZ, Nt = (P +Q) (Z + L). We
have L = dτd/Tse as the number of the resolvable multipath components and the number
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of Doppler shifts experienced over the data block is given by Q = dNtTsfDme.
Based on the so-called Basis Expansion Model (BEM), a discrete-time baseband equiv-
alent channel for the doubly-selective channel under consideration is given by
hB (`; l) =
Q∑
q=0
hq (n; l) e
jwq`, l ∈ [0, L] (2.1)
where hq (n; l) is zero-mean complex Gaussian and wq = 2π (q −Q/2) /Nt is the finite
Fourier bases that capture the time variation. Here, ` denotes the serial index for the





rd,q as the lower triangular Toeplitz channel matrices with entries given by (2.1). Let
Lsd, Lsr and Lrd denote the channel multipath orders for the S→D, S→R, and R→D
links, respectively. Further, let Qsd, Qsr and Qrd denote the number of resolvable Doppler
components and define Q = max (Qsd, Qsr, Qrd).









sr,q (n) u (n) + nsr (n)
=
√
GsrEsΦ (n) hsr (n) + nsr (n)
(2.2)
where u (n) = Θs (n) is the transmitted data block, Es is the modulation symbol energy,
D (wq) := diag [1, . . . , exp (jwq (Nt − 1))] and nsr (n) is the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) vector with entries of zero mean and N0/2 variance. The second equal-
ity follows from the commutativity of products of Toeplitz matrices with vectors where




and Φ (n) = [D (w0) U (n) , . . . ,D (wQ) U (n)] , with U denoting the lower triangular
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Toeplitz matrix. Similarly, the received signal at the destination can be written as
ysd (n) =
√
EsΦ (n) hsd (n) + nsd (n) (2.3)
where hsd (n) = [hTsd,0 (n) , . . . ,h
T
sd,Q (n) ]
T and nsd (n) is the AWGN vector with entries
of zero mean and N0/2 variance.
The relay scales the received signal ysr (n) (to ensure that an average output power is
maintained) by a factor of
√





then forwards the resulting signal to the destination. At the destination, after a proper
normalization [55], we have the resulting signal as
yrd (n) = K (n)
√















D (wq2) D (wq3) U (n)
















with Ω (n) = 0.5
√
1 +GrdEs|Φrd (n) |2/Ensr,Φ[|ysr (n) |2], and nrd (n) being the AWGN
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For the signal detection, coherent reception is preferred for modern communication
designs. It is well known that coherent receiver needs more expensive and complex cir-
cuits than non-coherent receivers, but in return it achieves a better bit error rate perfor-
mance [56]. However, because of the rapid advancing of hardware technologies, the cost
and complexity issues notably decrease with time, which motivates us to focus on the
’performance’ outcome. In a specific study for SISO mobile system with a doubly selec-
tive channels and Doppler spread, It was shown thet the coherent receivers needs 5 dB
less SNR to achieve the same performance of a non-coherent system [56]. In [57], under
the assumption of mismatched coherent systems, the BER performance of coherent sys-
tem still outperforms the non-coherent one in cooperative system for values of normalized
Doppler values (NsTs) fDm > 0.035, which is valid for the presented IVC scenarios under
consideration.
In the case of imperfect-CSI at the receiver side, a reference signal (RS) can be used
to assist in the coherent detection of the data. The adopted channel estimation technique
“i.e., Pilot Symbol Assisted Modulation (PSAM)” uses distributed pilot pattern that can be
used also in synchronization purpose without additional cost [58–63]. If the channel varies
slowly, then it is reasonable to expect performance/efficiency to be close to the perfect-CSI
assumption. If the channel varies rapidly, on the other hand, the performance/efficiency
might be lower. There is thus an underlying dependence between achievable performance
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and velocity (or, more generally, Doppler spectrum) and this dependence is also a function
of the effective SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) [60]. Furthermore, in (A.5) of Appendix A, we
show that the effective SNR of the imperfect-CSI is a function of the transmitting power and
the underlying channel matrix rank “i.e., diversity order”. Hence, for coherent detection
by increasing the extracted diversity order we expect a closer performance to the perfect-
CSI assumption. Extracting the underlying multipath-Doppler-spatial diversity, intends to
mitigate the rapid fading which is the central problem in wireless mobile communications
since it causes the received signal to exhibit both deep fading and frequency spreading,
as quantified by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and maximum Doppler frequency shift
parameters, respectively.
The received signals are then fed to an ML detector 1.
2.1.3 Model for MIMO Cooperative Transmission
In this part, we assume that source and destination nodes are equipped with two antennas
while the relay node has a single transmit/receive antenna. We assume that Alamouti-
type space-time block coding (STBC) [11] is used across the two transmit antennas of the
source node 2. Since time-selectivity will destroy the orthogonality of STBC, we employ
digital phase sweeping (DPS) [65] to overcome the degrading effects of time-selectivity.
DPS converts space-time time-selective channels into a single faster time-selective channel.
Specifically, it shifts the Q + 1 bases of the associated channel (corresponding to each of
the transmit antennas) such that all the bases are consecutive on the FFT grid of complex
exponentials.
1ML detection requires an exhaustive search with high complexity (exponential in the block length Nt).
A relatively less complex near-ML search is provided by the sphere-decoding algorithm [64].
2Extension to more than two antennas is straightforward with a more cumbersome notation.
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Figure 2.4: Alamouti-code based MIMO cooperative transmission scheme.
Figure 2.4 shows the block diagram for the source and the destination withM2 denoting
the STBC matrix.
As summarized in Table 2.1, we use four transmission phases. During the first trans-
mission phase (broadcasting-1), the source vehicle broadcasts two precoded blocks, i.e.,
u (n− 1) = Θs (n− 1) and u (n) = Θs (n), from the first and second antennas re-
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Table 2.1: Encoding for STBC cooperative transmission.
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
(broadcasting-1) (broadcasting-2) (relaying-1) (relaying-2)
Tx antenna-1 transmit transmit idle idle
s (n− 1) −s∗ (n)
Tx antenna-2 transmit transmit idle idle
s (n) s∗ (n− 1)
Relay antenna receive receive transmit transmit
ysr (n− 1) ysr (n) ȳsr (n− 1) ȳsr (n)
Rx antenna-1 receive receive receive receive
ysd,1 (n− 1) ysd,1 (n) yrd,1 (n− 1) yrd,1 (n)
Rx antenna-2 receive receive receive receive
ysd,2 (n− 1) ysd,2 (n) yrd,2 (n− 1) yrd,2 (n)
spectively. During the second transmission phase (broadcasting-2), the source vehicle
broadcasts another version of the two precoded blocks, i.e. u∗ (n) = −Θs∗ (n) and
u∗ (n− 1) = Θs∗ (n− 1), from the first and second antennas respectively. In the third
and fourth transmission phases (relaying-1/2), the relay first scales the received signal and
then forwards the resulting signal to the destination. Following similar matrix manipula-
tions and proper normalizations in Section 2.1.2, a compact form for the received signal at





S (n) h (n) + n (n) (2.6)
where we define
Y (n) =
[ysd,1 (m) ysd,2 (m) ysd,1 (n) ysd,2 (n) yrd,1 (m) yrd,2 (m) yrd,1 (n) yrd,2 (n) ]
T,
S (n) = [S1 (n) S2 (n)] ,
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in the above we define m = n− 1
Φ(a,b)sr (.) = [D (w0) ΥaU
(a,b)














Υa = diag [1, exp (j2π (a− 1) (Q+ 1)/Nt) , . . . , exp (j2π (a− 1) (Q+ 1) (Nt − 1)/Nt)]
Kb (.) =




























































] nsr (.) + nbrd (.)

with a, b ∈ {1, 2}.
2.2 PEP Derivation and Diversity Gain Analysis
In this section, we investigate the achievable diversity gain orders for V2V SISO and




Let Ŝ represent the erroneously decoded data matrix instead of the originally transmitted
S. After dropping the block index n in (2.5) for convenience of the presentation, the
conditional PEP is given by [10]
P (S→ Ŝ




















∣∣∣h) = hH∆h with ∆ = (S− Ŝ)H (S− Ŝ). In the following, we first derive
the PEP for the city/urban area scenario in which all underlying links experience doubly-
selective fading. Then, we present the PEP for highway/suburban area as a special case


















∣∣∣h) ≤ exp(− (hHsdχ1hsd +K2hHsrdχ2hsrd) γ4) (2.9)
where γ = Es/N0 is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). We need to average (2.9) over hsd.
Note that the channel autocorrelation matrix is given by Ch,sd := E[hHsdhsd] and the channel
rank is rh := rank (Ch,sd) ≤ (Qsd + 1) (Lsd + 1). Using the eigenvalue decomposition
of the autocorrelation matrix, we have Ch,sd = Vh1Dh1VHh1 where V
H










. Let the normalized channel vector be denoted as
h̄sd of size rh×1 whose entries are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and unit variance. We can replace hsd with Vh1D
1/2
h1 h̄sd
since both will have identical distribution, so the PEP will remain statistically invariant.








h1 , where Ae1 is Hermitian (i.e., Ae1 = A
H
e1),
so there exists a unitary matrix Ve1 and a real non-negative definite matrix De1 such that
VHe1Ae1Ve1 := De1. The eigenvector of Ae1 is De1 := diag
(
λ0, λ1, . . . , λrh−1
)
. Since
Ve1 is unitary, the vector h̃sd = Ve1h̄sd will have correlation matrix identical to h̄sd, namely





∣∣∣h) ≤ exp(−h̄HsdAe1h̄sdγ4) exp(−K2hHsrdχ2hsrdγ4) (2.10)
Defining βsdp1 as the p
th

























, xk ≥ 0 (2.11)
where I0 (.) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind with order zero. A Rician fading
channel can be described by two parameters: the ratio between the power in the direct
path and the power in the other, scattered, paths (i.e., K) and the total power from both
paths (i.e., Ω). Where ( Ω = u2k + 2σ
2
k), and acts as a scaling factor to the distribution.
The received signal amplitude (not the received signal power) is then Rice distributed
with parameters u2k = (K/(K + 1)) Ω and σ
2
k = (Ω/(2 (1 +K))). When uk = 0, the
distribution reduces to a Rayleigh distribution [66]. Assuming Rician distributed channels
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and averaging the resulting expression (2.10) with respect to












∣∣βsdp1 ∣∣ e(−|βsdp1|2(1−λp14 γ)−u2sd)I0 (∣∣βsdp1 ∣∣ + usd) d ∣∣βsdp1 ∣∣ (2.13)
We now need to average (2.13) over hsrd. From the definition of hsrd we have
hsrd
= [hrd (0)hsr (0) , (hrd (1)hsr (0) + hrd (0)hsr (1)) , . . . ,
Nt−1∑
p2=0
hrd (Nt − 1− p2)hsr (p2) ]T
(2.14)




and the S→R channel vector hsr,q2 , respectively. The channel autocorrelation
matrix is given by Ch,srd := E[hHsrdhsrd] and the channel rank is rb := rank (Ch,srd) ≤
(Qsr + 1) (Lsr + 1). Following similar steps above, we have
Dh2 := diag [σ2rd,0σ
2







Define h̄srd with its p
th
2 element β̂ =
∣∣∣∑p2g=0 βrdp2−gβsrg ∣∣∣2. Since βrdp2−g and βsrg are linearly


















































∣∣βsdp1 ∣∣e(−K̂2 γ4 κj|βrdp2 |2|βsri |2−|βrdp2|2−|βsri |2−usr−urd)
× I0 (|βsri | + usr) I0












as the unconditional PEP expression, while Λsd and Λsrd can be
found by numerically computing the integral expressions of (2.13) and (2.17) through the
random generation of the proper statistics via Monte-Carlo techniques.
The relatively low-heights of the antennas on the communicating vehicles implies that
the LOS communication can easily be blocked by an obstruction, either static (immovable
objects, such as buildings or terrain features, like crests, hills and foliage) or mobile (such
as (parked/non-parked) vehicles on the road). However, it is reasonable to expect that a
significant portion of the V2V communication will be bound to the road surface, especially
in highway environments, thus making the LOS between two communicating nodes suscep-
tible to interruptions by other vehicles. Even in urban areas, it is likely that other vehicles,
especially large public transportation and commercial vehicles such as buses and trucks,
will often obstruct the LOS i.e., [29, 67–71] and the references therein. In the following,
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we will study the case where the LOS is obstructed. This leads to Rayleigh channel model
which is in fact a special case of the Rician channel.
Starting from (2.10) and averaging the resulting expression with respect to
∣∣βsdp1 ∣∣ which












We now need to average (2.19) over hsrd. Following similar steps above and defining h̄srd
with its pth2 element β̂ =
∣∣∣∑p2g=0 βrdp2−gβsrg ∣∣∣2. Since βrdp2−g and βsrg are linearly independent,



































































Note that zp2 > 0 is the sum of different exponential random variables resulting in the
’hypoexponential distribution’ also known as the ’generalized Erlang distribution’ [72,73].
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where δj = exp (−4κj/(K2γ))
/∏r2−1−p2
k 6=j,k=0 (κk − κj) and Γ (0, x) is the incomplete gamma
function. From (2.24), we observe that the first and second terms have the SNR raised to
the order of r1 + r2 . From (2.14), define Lsrd = min (Lsr, Lrd) and Qsrd = min (Qsr, Qrd).
This will result in a diversity gain of
r1 + r2 = (Lsd + 1) (Qsd + 1) + (Lsrd + 1) (Qsrd + 1) (2.25)
Note that the third term in (2.24) involves an exponential function and incomplete
Gamma function. This results in slower asymptotic convergence towards the maximum
diversity order.
In the highway/suburban areas scenario, source and relaying vehicles are assumed to
be traveling in same direction with similar speeds. This results in a relative velocity
nearly equal to zero, hence leading to a time-flat and frequency-flat fading in S→R link.
On the other hand, S→D and R→D links are still modeled as doubly-selective fading.




sr,q (n) with hsr (n), Φsrd (n) with Φ (n) and
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hsrd (n) with hsr (n) hrd (n) in (2.2). Furthermore, the channel vector in (2.14) will have
the form hsrd = [hsrhrd(0) hsrhrd(1) . . . hsrhrd(Nt − 1)]T with r2 := rank (Ch,srd) = 1.



















































Derived − L=0 & Q=0
Exact − L=0 & Q=0
Derived − L=1 & Q=0
Exact − L=1 & Q=0
Derived − L=0 & Q=1
Exact − L=0 & Q=1
Derived − L=1 & Q=1
Exact − L=1 & Q=1
Figure 2.5: Comparison of derived PEP in (2.24) and exact PEP in (2.7) for SISO scheme.
From (2.26), we observe that the first and second terms have the SNR raised to the
order of r1 + 1 yielding a diversity gain (Lsd + 1) (Qsd + 1) + 1. This is obviously less than
what is gained from (2.24) as a result of the lacking time- and multipath- diversity in the
S→R link. This observation is consistent with the results of [74] which states that the
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diversity gain from the S→R→D link is restricted to the minimum of the S→R and R→D
diversity gains.

























Figure 2.6: Diversity order of the V2V-SISO cooperative scheme.
Finally, we verify the accuracy of the derived PEPs comparing them with the exact
PEP. Exact PEP can be found by numerically computing the conditional PEP of (2.7)
through the random generation of h with proper statistics via Monte-Carlo techniques. As
an example, we assume precoder parameters P = 2 and Z = 2. In Figure 2.5, we compare
the derived PEP given by (2.24) with the exact one. We observe that they are in good





log (γ) in Figure 2.6, to precisely observe the slope of the PEPs. It
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is clearly seen from Figure 2.6 that diversity gains of 2, 4, and 8 are obtained as expected
from (2.25).
2.2.2 MIMO Cooperation
After dropping the block indices n− 1 and n in (2.6) for convenience of the presentation,
the exact PEP is given by (2.7) and the S matrix that holds the transmitted data infor-
mation is now represented in terms of S1 and S2 earlier defined. The Euclidean distance
conditioned on the fading channel coefficients is d2
(
S→ Ŝ
∣∣∣h) = hH1 ∆1h1 + hH2 ∆2h2 +
hH1 ∆3h2 + h
H

























. Defining χa,b(J ) =
([ŜHa ]J ,J − [ŜHb ]J ,J )([Ŝa]J ,J − [Ŝb]J ,J ), where J ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt} and a, b ∈ {1, 2}, we














We need to average (2.27) over h1 and h2. Using the eigenvectors decomposition for
the channel vectors h
(a,b)
sd (n− 1) and h
(a,b)







































sd ] with ranks re(l). The eigenvector entries for the associated
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links are given by λpe(l) . We now need to average (2.28) over H
(1,b)
rd (n− 1) h
(a,1)











































































The eigenvector entries for the associated links are given by κig(k) . From (2.29), we
























































Derived − L=0 & Q=0
Exact − L=0 & Q=0
Derived − L=1 & Q=0
Exact − L=1 & Q=0
Derived − L=0 & Q=1
Exact − L=0 & Q=1
Derived − L=1 & Q=1
Exact − L=1 & Q=1
Figure 2.7: Comparison of the derived PEP in (2.29) and the exact PEP in (2.7) for the
MIMO scheme.






















In Figure 2.7, to verify the accuracy of the derived PEPs, we compare the derived PEP
given by (2.29) with the exact one based on (2.7). The system and channel parameters of
Figure 2.5 are used here as well. From Figure 2.7, we observe that the derived expression
provides a good match with the exact PEP lying within ≈ 2 dB apart. It can be verified
from asymptotical PEP evaluation that diversity gains of 5, 10 and 20 are obtained as
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Figure 2.8: Diversity order of the V2V-MIMO cooperative scheme.
expected from (2.30) as illustrated in Figure 2.8.
2.3 Channel Estimation
In the PEP derivation, we have assumed perfect-CSI at the receiver side. We now discuss
how the channel can be estimated and discuss the effect of imperfect-CSI on the PEP.
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2.3.1 Pilot Symbol Assisted Channel Estimation
In the cooperative scheme under consideration, we need to estimate the direct S→D channel
and indirect S→R→D channel. For the estimation of indirect channel, based on whether
the relay terminal is equipped with a channel estimator or not, we can consider two strate-
gies which are named in [75] as cascaded channel estimation (C-CE) and disintegrated
channel estimation (D-CE). In D-CE method, the relaying path is disintegrated into S→R
and R→D channels that are, respectively, estimated at the relay and destination terminals.
This requires the relay terminal be equipped with a channel estimator and feed-forward a
quantized version of the source-to-relay channel estimate to the destination terminal. In
this work, we will consider C-CE method. In this method, the cascaded channel is esti-
mated at the destination terminal avoiding the need for channel estimation at the relay
terminal.
We adopt pilot assisted channel estimation (PACE) technique [58] that relies on the
insertion of known pilot symbols in information-bearing data. The known symbols are
inserted periodically into the data sequence. Assume that the received pilot symbols are
denoted by a vector v with length mp. Following the well-known minimum mean square
estimation (MMSE) technique, a Wiener filter is used to minimize the variance of the
estimation error. The estimated channel vector is given by
ĥ (n) = xfv (2.32)
where ĥ (n) is the augmented estimated channel vector, defined for the SISO case in (2.5)
as ĥ(n) = [ ĥsd(n) ĥsrd(n) ]
T, is the corresponding set of the filter coefficients optimized
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for minimizing the estimation error variance and is given by
xf = C
−1wc (2.33)
Here, wc is the optimum interpolation coefficient matrix of the estimator, and C is the
received pilots’ vector v autocorrelation matrix. Let qp = (EP/((Nt − 1)Es))) be the ratio
of the pilot power Ep to the data power Es. Define ns as the number of bits per symbol and
c = qpns (Nt − 1) / (1 + qp), therefore, we have σ2h = γc/|Ep|2, and C = γcC̃ + I with C̃ as
the normalized channel autocorrelation matrix. The normalized double Doppler channels’
autocorrelation matrix has entries of C̃ (τ) = J0 (2πv1τ/λ) J0 (2πv2τ/λ), and the optimum




In Appendix A, we investigate the effect of imperfect-CSI through an asymptotical PEP
analysis where we prove that imperfect-CSI on time-varying channels severely degrades
performance and error floors occurs. In MIMO case, channel estimation can be performed
in a similar manner by first shutting off one transmit antenna and estimating the other
individual channel, then repeating the same for the second antenna.
2.4 Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results for the error rate performance of the cooper-
ative vehicular schemes under consideration. In our Monte-Carlo simulations, we assume
path loss coefficient α = 2, θ = π, Gsr/Grd = −30 dB and 4-QAM modulation. Maximum
velocities for source, relay and destination vehicles are assumed to be equal to 60km/h. In
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Figure 2.9: BER performance of the cooperative SISO scheme for the urban scenario and
Rician fading channels.
line with the IEEE 802.11p standards, we choose an operating frequency of fc = 5.9GHz.
For the traffic densities under consideration, the maximum delay spreads are τd = 1.113 µs
and 1.773 µs [44]. Assuming symbols duration of Ts = 48µs [76], we have the number
of multipaths L ∈ (0, 1) calculated through L = dτd/Tse. For P = 2 and Z = 2, we
have the number of Doppler shifts Q ∈ (0, 1), therefore we consider the possible L and Q
combinations as (L,Q) ∈ {(0, 0) , (0, 1) , (1, 0) , (1, 1)}.
In Figure 2.9, we consider the city/urban scenario and perfect-CSI at the receiver side.
We assume Rician fading channel and Rician K -factor = 4dB [69]. Figure 2.9 present
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Figure 2.10: BER performance of the cooperative SISO scheme for the urban scenario and
Rayleigh fading channels.
the bit error rate (BER) performance of SISO cooperative transmission over doubly-
selective channels using Monte-Carlo simulations. We include the performance of coop-
erative scheme over frequency- and time-flat channel (i.e., L = 0 and Q = 0) as a bench-
mark, as well as the AWGN channel. We observe that as the number of the resolvable
multipath components (L) and/or the number of Doppler shifts (Q) increase, significant
improvements are observed through precoding that takes advantages of diversity gains.
For example at a target BER of 10−4, the precoded system over a channel with L = 0 and
Q = 1 is 2.5 dB superior to the benchmark curve. This performance improvement climbs
up to 3.5 dB for L = 1 and Q = 1. Our results demonstrate that, if properly exploited,
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Figure 2.11: BER performance of the cooperative SISO scheme for the highway scenario
and Rayleigh fading channels.
the performance can be improved for channels with higher time and spectral variations.
In Figure 2.10, again we consider the city/urban scenario, assume perfect-CSI at the
receiver side, and present the bit error rate (BER) performance of SISO cooperative trans-
mission over doubly-selective channels using Monte-Carlo simulations for a Rayleigh fading
channel. We observe that as the number of the resolvable multipath components (L) and/or
the number of Doppler shifts (Q) increase, significant improvements are observed through
precoding that takes advantages of diversity gains. For example at a target BER of 10−4,
the precoded system over a channel with L = 0 and Q = 1 is 6 dB superior to the bench-
mark curve. This performance improvement climbs up to 9 dB for L = 1 and Q = 1.
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Figure 2.12: BER performance of the cooperative MIMO scheme using Alamouti STBC
and Rayleigh fading channels.
Our results demonstrate that, if properly exploited, the performance can be improved for
channels with higher time and spectral variations. However, when compared to the Rician
fading channel case in Figure 2.9, we find that higher SNR is required to attain the same
BER due to the absence of LOS component.
In Figure 2.11, we consider the highway/urban scenario and a Rayleigh fading channel.
In comparison to previous city/urban scenario, for (L = 0, Q = 1) and (L = 1, Q = 1),
the improvements in the BER curves reduce to 4 dB and 7 dB, respectively. This is as a
result of the fact that the diversity order achieved in the S→R→D link is restricted by the
frequency-flat and time-flat characteristics of the S→R link.
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L=0 & Q=0 (SISO)
L=1 & Q=0 (SISO)
L=1 & Q=1 (SISO)
L=0 & Q=1 (MIMO)
L=1 & Q=1 (MIMO)
Figure 2.13: The effect of imperfect channel estimation on the error rate performance and
Rayleigh fading channels.
In Figure 2.12, we consider the city/urban scenario, assuming perfect-CSI at the receiver
side, for a Rayleigh fading channel, and present the performance of MIMO cooperative
transmission over doubly-selective channels. Similar to the SISO case, we observe that the
scheme benefits from the increase in the number of the resolvable multipath components
and/or the number of Doppler shifts. Furthermore, compared to the single antenna setting,
we notice a reduction in the required transmit power due to the use of STBC. For example,
at a target BER of 10−4, we need only SNR=13.5 dB. This is 2 dB less than we observed
in Figure 2.10 for the SISO scheme.
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In Figure 2.13, we assume for a Rayleigh fading channel and investigate the effect of
imperfect channel estimation on the BER of SISO and MIMO schemes through simula-
tion. A single known pilot symbol is inserted periodically in each input block s (n). A
sliding window covering a total of 11 pilots from preceding and following blocks is used for
the channel estimation of a fading coefficient in a particular data slot. In this figure, we
assume L ∈ (0, 1) and Q ∈ (0, 1). As observed from Figure 2.13 and proved in Appendix
A, imperfect-CSI on time-varying channel severely degrades performance and error floors
occurs for small values of L and Q. It is observed that imperfect channel estimate severely
degrades the performance for SISO transmission and results in error floors. This observa-
tion confirms the error floor effect observed through the mathematical analysis presented
in Section 2.3. On the other hand, due to extra spatial diversity, the MIMO cooperative
transmission is able to suppress the error floor in the simulated SNR ranges.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have investigated the performance of V2V communications assuming
doubly-selective fading channels and double-ring channel second-order statistics for SISO
and MIMO cooperation scenarios. To extract the underlying rich multipath-Doppler-
spatial diversity over the doubly-selective relaying channel, we have employed precoded
cooperative transmission. Through the derivation of PEP, we have analyzed the achiev-
able diversity gains. We have presented Monte-Carlo simulation results for the error rate






In this chapter, we consider road-to-vehicle (R2V) cooperative communications in which
roadside access points use vehicles as relaying terminals. This can be particularly useful
in suburban or remote areas where the frequent deployment of roadside access points
is not either possible or cost-effective. For the doubly-selective vehicular channel under
consideration, we employ a precoded cooperative transmission technique to extract the
underlying rich multipath-Doppler-spatial diversity. Under the assumption of DF relaying,
we derive a PEP expression and demonstrate the achievable diversity gains. Furthermore,
we investigate relay selection schemes to take advantage of the potentially large number of
relaying vehicles.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.1, we describe the pro-
posed two phases dual-hop cooperative R2V systems, extending our work into a best
relay-selection from M available relays willing to be involved in the transmission session.
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In Section 3.2, we derive the PEP expression and demonstrate the achievable diversity
gains. In Section 3.3, we present numerical results to confirm the analytical derivations
and provide insight into the system performance. Finally, we conclude in Section 3.4.
3.1 System Model
City/Urban	  area	  with	  a	  dense	  of	  scatterers	  







   









1r dd 	  




Mr dd 	  
S	   sdd 	  
Msrd 	  
Figure 3.1: Road-to-vehicle cooperative communication, M -relays deployment.
We consider a cooperative scenario (See Figure 3.1 in which a roadside access point
(source) communicates with another roadside access point (destination) through a vehicle
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that serves as a relaying terminal. Source (S), relay (R) and destination (D) are assumed to
be equipped with single transmit and receive antennas, and operate in half-duplex mode.
We assume orthogonal cooperation protocol of [17] with DF relaying. In the broadcasting
phase, the source transmits its precoded signal to the relaying vehicle and the destination.
In the relaying phase, the relay is engaged in forwarding the received signal only if it has
decoded correctly, otherwise the relay is silent. The relay decodes and then forwards a
fresh decoded copy of the precoded signal to the destination. The destination makes its
decision based on the two received signals over broadcasting and relaying phases.
Our aggregate channel model takes into account both small-scale fading and path-loss.
Path loss is proportional to dα where α is the path loss coefficient and d is the propagation
distance. Let dsri and drid denotes the distances (S → Ri) and (Ri → D), respectively,
i = 1, 2, . . . ,M . θi is the angle between lines S→ Ri and Ri → D. The relative geometrical
gains are now defined as Gsri = (dsd/dsri)
α and Grid = (dsd/drid)
α. Further defined using








cos θi = 1.
As for short-term fading, it should be noted that relay and destination vehicles have
low elevation antennas and are located within a highly scattering urban area. This requires
considering the local scattering around both transmitter and receivers. The time correlation
function will be given by (1.11). For the V2R scenario under consideration, we have a
stationary road-side antenna (i.e., v2 = 0). Assuming single Rayleigh distribution with a
single Doppler, the power spectrum and time correlation mathematical functions reduce
back to have the autocorrelation function and the power spectrum of the complex envelope
given by (1.6) and (1.7), respectively, with vr as the relaying vehicles maximum velocity.
The channel satisfies the condition 2fdτd < 1. A discrete-time baseband equivalent channel
for the doubly-selective channel is given by (2.1).
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Similar to Section 2.1.2, the input data blocks (generated from an M-QAM constella-
tion) of length Nt are divided into shorter sub-blocks of length Ns (Ns ≤ Nt). Let each of
these sub-blocks be denoted by s(n) which will be the input to the linear precoder Θ of size
Ns×Nt. We have Ns = PZ, Nt = (P+Q)(Z+L). The number of the resolvable multipath
components is given by L = dτd/Tse and the number of Doppler shifts experienced over







rd,q as the lower triangular Toeplitz channel matrices with entries
given by (2.1). Let Lsd, Lsr and Lrd denote the channel multipath lengths for the S→D,
S→R and R→D links, respectively. Further, let Qsd, Qsr and Qrd denotes the number of
resolvable Doppler components for corresponding links.









sr,q (n) u (n) + nsr (n) (3.1)
where u(n) = Θs(n) is the transmitted data block, Q = max (Qsd, Qsr, Qrd) and Es is the
modulated symbol energy. We have D(wq) := diag[1, . . . , exp(jwq(Nt−1))] and nsr(n) the
S→R additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with entries of zero mean and N0/2
variance. Using the commutativity of products of Toeplitz matrices with vectors, we can
replace H
(0)






D(wq)U (n) hsr,q (n) + nsr (n) (3.2)
Defining the augmented matrices hsr(n) = [ hTsr,0(n) · · · hTsr,Q(n) ]
T and Φ(n) =
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[ D(w0)U(n) · · · D(wQ)U(n)] , we have
ysr (n) =
√
GsrEsΦ (n) hsr (n) + nsr (n) (3.3)




EsΦ (n) hsd (n) + nsd (n) (3.4)
where nsd(n) is the associated S→D AWGN vector with entries of zero mean and N0/2














with s̄ as all the possible signal block combination. We implement ideal DF at the relay [77],
the relay then forwards a fresh decoded copy of the received precoded signal, i.e., u̇(n).
We have the received signal during the relaying phase at destination
yrd (n) =
√
GrdEsΦ̇ (n) hrd (n) + nrd (n) (3.6)
where nrd(n) is the associated R→D AWGN vector with entries of zero mean and N0/2
variance. Φ̇ (n) = [ D(w0)U̇(n) · · · D(wQ)U̇(n) ]. Finally, arranging (3.4) and (3.6) in















































with ¯̇u as all the possible block combination for the relayed signal.
The above signal model developed for single relay can be easily extended for a multi-
relay scenario with relay selection. Let γ̇sd (n), γ̇sri (n) and γ̇rid (n) denotes the average
end-to-end SNRs per block for the S → D, S → Ri and Ri → D links, respectively. The
best relay will be chosen based on
rsel = arg max
ri
{min (γ̇sri , γ̇rid)} (3.9)
with rsel as the selected relaying vehicle. The received signal matrix has the a similar form




























3.2 PEP Derivation and Diversity Gain Analysis
In this section, we will investigate the achievable diversity gain order for the precoded
infrastructure-to-vehicle cooperative communication. We assume perfect-CSI at the relay
and destination.
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3.2.1 PEP for Single-Relay Case
For the orthogonal cooperative protocol with DF relaying, after removing the block index











































PEP results from the cooperative link (i.e., S→R and R→D, in the case that the relay
detects the signal correctly but the signal resulting from the cooperative link is detected


















The Chernoff bound [78] on the conditional PEP for the cooperative link is given



















. Note that the channel autocorrelation matrix is given
by Ch,sd := E[hsdhHsd], and the channel rank is ra := rank (Ch,sd) ≤ (Qsd + 1) (Lsd + 1).
For the S→D link, we have Qsd = 0 and ra ≤ (Lsd + 1). Using the eigenvalues de-
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composition of the autocorrelation matrix, we have Ch,sd = VsdDsdV
H
sd where Dsd :=
diag[σ20, σ
2




sd = Irsd . Let the normalized channel vector be denoted as
h̄sd of size ra×1 whose entries are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and unit variance. We can replace hsd with VsdD
1/2
sd h̄sd
since both will have identical distribution, so the PEP will remain statistically invariant.








sd , where Asd is Hermitian (i.e. Asd = A
H
sd), so
there exists a unitary matrix V̄sd and a real non-negative definite matrix D̄sd such that
V̄HsdAsdV̄sd := D̄sd. The eigenvector of Asd is D̄sd := diag[λ0, λ1, . . . , λra−1]. Since V̄sd is
unitary, the vector h̃sd = V̄sdh̄sd will have correlation matrix identical to h̄sd, namely we

















Defining βsdp as the p
th element of h̃sd we have h̃HsdAsdh̃sd =
∑rsd−1
p=0 λp|βsdp |2, with
rsd := rank(Asd). Inserting this into (3.14) and averaging the resulting expression with
respect to
















following the previous approach used for hsd, we now need to average (3.14) over hrd. The
normalized eigenvector of R→D channel is D̄rd := diag[κ0, κ1, . . . , κrb−1] with rank rrd.





































(1 +Gsr (αk/4) γ)
−1
where the eigenvector of h̄sr is D̄sr := diag[α0, α1, . . . , αrsr−1] and rsr is the channel rank












in (3.12), we have the































From (3.17), due to the fact that the relative speeds between the relay and each of the
stationary road-side terminals are the same, we will have QCoop = Qsr = Qrd and LCoop =
Lsr = Lrd. Also it can be easily shown that the performance is directly proportional to drd,
so as the relay is getting closer to the destination the performance improves. In Figure 3.2,
we compare the derived PEP expressions given by (3.17) with the exact PEP expressions.
Exact PEP can be found by taking the expectation numerically for (2.7) through random
generation of h using proper statistics via numerical techniques. From Figure 3.2, we
observe that the derived PEP provides a good upper bound on the exact one. There is
about 2dB difference between the exact PEP and the derived PEP as a result of the upper
bound in (3.12) and the Chernoff bound (2.8).
At relatively high SNR, we observe from (3.17) that an asymptotical diversity gain of
Dgain = rsd + min(rsr, rrd) is available where rsd = (Lsd + 1)(Qsd + 1) and min(rsr, rrd) =
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L=LCoop          Q=QCoop
 
 
Derived − L=0 & Q=0
Exact − L=0 & Q=0
Derived − L=1 & Q=0
Exact − L=1 & Q=0
Derived − L=0 & Q=1
Exact − L=0 & Q=1
Derived − L=1 & Q=1
Exact − L=1 & Q=1
Figure 3.2: Comparison of derived PEP (3.17) and exact PEP expressions for single relay
deployment.
(LCoop+1)(QCoop+1). In Figure 3.3, we plot the slope of the PEPs, i.e. −logP (S→ Ŝ)
/
log (γ).
As clearly illustrated, diversity gains of 2, 3, and 5 are obtained as expected from the de-
rived diversity gain.
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Figure 3.3: Diversity order gains for single relay deployment.
3.2.2 PEP for Multi-Relay Case with Relay Selection
In this section, we investigate the PEP for R2V system with relay selection. The conditional








∣∣∣hsd,hrid)+ Psri (S→ Ŝ∣∣∣hsri)Psd (S→ Ŝ∣∣∣hsd) (3.18)
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where PCoopi (n) is the PEP for the selected relay cooperative transmission and Psri (n) is




∣∣∣hsd,hsri ,hrid) ≤ exp(−γsd4 γ)(exp(−γsri4 γ)+ exp(−γrid4 γ)) (3.19)
where γsd = hHsdχhsd =
∑rsd−1












j |2. Define γi = min
i











≤ 0. Based on the analysis of (3.17) we assume











where γ̇sd = γγsd is the SNR results from the S→ D link. γ̇b = arg max
ri
(γ̇i), i.e. γ̇i = γ
diγi,
is the SNR results from the relaying link S → Ri → D, where di = min (rsr, rrd). Define
γ̇ = γ̇sd + γ̇b as the total end-to-end SNR. The CDF of γ̇i is given by [79]
Fγ̇i (x) = 1− Psri
(
S→ Ŝ
∣∣∣ γsri > x)Prid (S→ Ŝ∣∣∣ γrid > x) (3.21)
γ̇sri and γ̇rid are a summation of weighted independent exponential distributed random
variables and follow the “hypoexponential distribution” known as the “generalized Erlang
























∣∣∣ γsri > x) and Prid (S→ Ŝ∣∣∣ γrid > x) can be easily obtained using (3.22)

























































Recalling the definition of γ̇b = max
i
(γ̇i), we have









P (γ̇i < x) (3.28)
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where
P (γ̇i < x) =
x∫
0






























ci,j1,j2 = 1 [72].
In the following, we consider two cases: a) independent identical distributed (i.i.d.)
S → Ri → D channels b) independent non-identical distributed (i.n.i.d.) channels. For





































cj1,j2 (αj1 + κj2) e
−(αj1+κj2)x
) (3.32)
Using the binomial theorem [80] along with some mathematical manipulations, we can
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rewrite (3.32) in a compact form as













(αj1 + κj2), (3.34)
Bj3 =



































The pdf for the end-to-end SNR is
fγ̇ (x) = fγ̇sd (x) ∗ fγ̇b (x) (3.38)













































































For i.n.i.d. channels, starting from (3.30) and using the generalized binomial expansion




















































(αpi,j1 + κpi,j2) ci,j1,j2e
−(αpi,j1+κpi,j2)x


























γ (αpi,j1 + κpi,j2) ci,j1,j2







The unconditional PEP can be evaluated by averaging (3.20) and using the pdf for the










































γ (αpi,j1 + κpi,j2) ci,j1,j2
γ (αpi,j1 + κpi,j2)− 1
From (3.40) and (3.44), assuming sufficiently high SNR, we find that the asymptotic di-
versity gain Dgain,M is given by
Dgain,M = rsd +M (min (rsr, rrd)) (3.45)
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of derived PEP in (3.43) and exact PEP expressions for R2V case
with relay selection.
In Figure 3.4, we illustrate the PEP expression (3.44) derived for relay selection case
under i.n.i.d channels. We assume M = 1, 2 and 3 available relaying vehicles with
[LCoop, QCoop] = [1, 1]. We observe that the derived PEP provides a good upper bound
on the exact one with about ' 3dB difference.
In Figure 3.5, we plot the slope of the best-relay selection case PEPs to precisely observe
the gain we achieved from our proposed scheme, the achieved asymptotic diversity orders
are consistent with Dgain,M = rsd +M (min (rsr, rrd)).
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Figure 3.5: Diversity order gains for R2V case with relay selection.
3.3 Simulation Results
In this section, we present Monte-Carlo simulation results to demonstrate the error rate
performance. Unless otherwise stated in our numerical results, we consider 4-QAM modula-
tion and assume fc = 5.9GHz, Ts = 48µs, vr = 60km/h, α = 2, θ = π, Gsr/Grd = −30dB
and τd = 1.328 µs. Perfect channel state information is available at the receiving ter-
minals. We use the precoder Θ with parameters P = 2 and Z = 2. This results in
[LCoop, QCoop] ∈ ([0, 0], [0, 1], [1, 0], [1, 1]) for S→R and R→D links. A frequency-time flat
channel is used for S→D link, i.e. [Lsd, Qsd] = [0, 0].
Figure 3.6 illustrates the performance R2V cooperative system with relay selection and
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Figure 3.6: Bit error rate performance for R2V multi-relay deployment.
Es/2 associated for each relay. One can note the slope changes in the performance curve
indicating the diversity gain in consistent with the previous PEP analysis in Section 3.2.1.
In Figure 3.7, instead of the perfect-CSI assumption used in the PEP derivation, we
assume that the channel is estimated through pilot symbols. A single pilot symbol is
inserted in each transmitted block, where a total of 11 pilots from preceding and following
blocks are used for channel estimation of a fading coefficient in a particular slot of the
block. As observed from Figure 3.7 and proved in Appendix A, imperfect-CSI on time-
varying channel severely degrades performance and error floors occur for small values of
LCoop and QCoop. However, for higher values of LCoop and QCoop, the precoded scheme
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Figure 3.7: Effect of imperfect channel estimation on the bit error rate performance for
R2V single relay deployment.
is able to exploit the underlying rich multipath-Doppler diversity and suppress the error
floors in the desired SNR range.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have investigated the performance of a R2V cooperative communica-
tion system in which roadside access points use cooperating vehicles as relaying termi-
nals. For the doubly-selective vehicular channel under consideration, we have employed
a precoded cooperative transmission technique to extract the underlying rich multipath-
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Doppler-spatial diversity. We have derived closed form expressions for the error perfor-
mance and diversity analysis. Through the derivation of PEP as well as the numerical
simulation results, we have demonstrated significant performance gains through coopera-





In the previous chapters, we have assumed the presence of direct transmission between
source and destination along with the relayed signal. In this chapter, we assume that no
direct link exists and the communication between the source and destination takes place
through a number of hops via relaying vehicles. We derive closed form expressions of the
error performance for the case of single relay per hop, and for best-relay selection per hop.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.1, we present the channel
and system models. In Section 4.2, we derive the PEP expression and demonstrate the
achievable diversity gains. In Section 4.3, we present numerical results to confirm the



























Figure 4.1: Multi-hop vehicular network.
4.1 System Model
We consider a multi-hop transmission scheme (see Figure 4.1) in which the transmitted
signal propagates through (r + 1)-sequential vehicle hops to arrive to the destination vehi-
cle. Each vehicle is equipped with single transmit and receive antennas, and relays operate
in half-duplex mode. Similar to the previous chapters, we consider an aggregate chan-
nel model which takes into account both path-loss and small-scale fading. Path loss is
proportional to dαRjRi where dRjRi is the propagation distance between the j
th transmit-
ting relay and the ith receiving relay. The geometrical gains for source-to-relay, relay-















[29] where R0 and Rr+1 are respectively
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Figure 4.2: Multi-hop transmission model.
As for the short-term fading model, we adopt the single Rayleigh - double Doppler
channel model, which is given by the channel autocorrelation function













where σ2ji is the channel variance of the link between j
th and ith vehicles, and vRj and vRi
are the vehicles’ maximum velocities. Corresponding power spectral density is expressed
as (1.12). The maximum Doppler shift is given by fDm = (vRjcos(ϑj) + vRicos(ϑi))/λ
with ϑj and ϑi representing the angle of incidence of the signal on j
th and ith vehicles,
respectively. The channel satisfies the condition 2fdτd < 1, and classified as underspread
doubly-selective channel. A block diagram of the system under consideration is given in
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Figure 4.2.
The most common frame format for the IEEE 802.11p will have 32-bytes for preamble,
signaling field and MAC headers, beside a maximum of 2304-bytes of data frame-body
[7, 82, 83]. The full 802.11p input frames (generated from an M-QAM constellation) of
length Nt are further divided into shorter sub-blocks of length Ns (Ns ≤ Nt) using the
serial-to-parallel converter. Let each of these sub-blocks be denoted by s (n) which will be
the input to the linear precoder Θ of size Ns ×Nt. We use the precoder proposed in [51]
which ensures the maximum diversity over doubly-selective channels and eliminates the
inter-block interference (IBI) term. It is given by Θ = FHP+QT1 ⊗ T2 where FHP+Q is a
(P +Q)-point IFFT matrix, T1 := [IP , 0P×Q]T and T2 := [IZ , 0Z×L]
T. Here, P ≥ 1 and
Z ≥ 1 are the precoder design parameters such that Ns = PZ, Nt = (P +Q) (Z + L). We
have L = dτd/Tse as the number of the resolvable multipath components and the number
of Doppler shifts experienced over the transmitted sub-blocks is given by Q = dNtTsfDme.
The input data blocks s (n) are of length Ns × 1 and the output of the precoder u (n)





(P +Q)(Z + L)
(4.2)
from (4.2) we find that increasing the precoder output rate can be achieved by increasing
P and Z. This will be a trade-off when compared to the system complexity (mainly the
detection complexity), by increasing the transmitted/received block length. Furthermore,
the diversity order is a function of the channel order (Q + 1)(L + 1). From the definition
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Table 4.1: The number of Doppler shifts Q for a given block length and P - Z parameters.
[P,Z] Q Transmitted block length Nt ML search possibilities.
*Mm is the number of bits per symbol
[1, 1] 1 4 (Mm)
4
[13, 13] 2 210 (Mm)
210
[18, 18] 3 399 (Mm)
399
[22, 22] 4 598 (Mm)
598
[25, 25] 5 780 (Mm)
780
[18, 18] 6 986 (Mm)
986
[31, 31] 7 1216 (Mm)
1216
of L and Q, we have
Q (1− (Z + L)Tsfd)− 1 < P (Z + L)Tsfd ≤ Q (1− (Z + L)Tsfd) (4.3)
from (4.3) we can choose P and Z to target a certain specified Q (i.e. as illustrated in Ta-
ble 4.1). However, in many communication problems, ML detection reduces to solving an
integer least-squares problem, i.e., a search for the closest integer lattice point to the given
vector and the Nt-dimensional vectors will have to span the Nt-dimensional lattice. In ap-
plications with huge search possibilities, ML detection is rarely performed, on the grounds
that it requires exponential complexity and is, therefore, computationally intractable. For
higher vehicles speeds or larger values of P and Z resulting in Q > 1, sphere decoders
techniques can be used [64].
Based on the BEM, a discrete-time baseband equivalent channel for the doubly-selective
channel is given by (2.1). The source transmits the signal to the next relaying vehicle, and
then each relay retransmits the signal to the next relay until the signal reaches to the
destination. At each relay, we implement ideal DF [77] where the relay is capable of error
detection and will be engaged in forwarding only if it has decoded correctly. The destination
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denote the lower triangular Toeplitz channel matrices for R0 → R1, Ri−1 →
Ri and Rr → Rr+1 links, respectively, with entries given by (2.1). Let LR0R1 , LRi−1Ri
and LRrRr+1 denote the channel multipath lengths for the associated links. Furthermore,
define QR0R1 , QRi−1Ri and QRrRr+1 as the number of resolvable Doppler components for










(n) u1 (n) + n1 (n) (4.4)
in (4.4) we have Q = max
(
QR0R1 , QR1R2 , . . . , QRr−1Rr , QRrRr+1
)
and u1(n) = Θs(n) as the
transmitted data block. D(wq) := diag[1, . . . , exp(jwq(Nt − 1))] and n1(n) is the AWGN
vector for the R0 → R1 link with entries of zero mean and N0/2 variance. Using the









and Φ1 (n) = [D(w0)U1(n) · · · D(wQ)U1(n)] , we can rewrite (4.4) as
yR0R1 (n) =
√
GR0R1EsΦ1 (n) h1 (n) + n1 (n) (4.5)
Similarly lets define i ∈ {1, 2, ..., r + 1} as the relay index. The relays decode and
forward a fresh copy of the received signal, i.e., ui(n). Then we have the received signal at
the ith relaying vehicle expressed as
yRi−1Ri (n) =
√
GRi−1RiEsΦi (n) hi (n) + ni (n) (4.6)
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4.2 PEP Derivation and Diversity Gain Analysis
In this section, we will investigate the performance of multi-hop cooperative scheme under
consideration through the PEP derivation for two scenarios. In the first scenario we assume
a single relay per each relaying hop, while in the second scenario we assume that relay
selection is performed among Mi relays per each relaying hop. We assume perfect-CSI at
the receiver side and intermediate relays.
4.2.1 PEP for Single-Relay Case
For the multi-hop system under consideration, after dropping the block index n for math-















































In (4.8), Pe (.) is the end-to-end PEP and Pe,i (.) is the PEP at the i
th relay. The
conditional PEP on the fading channels is defined by (2.7), and upper bounded by the



























. We need to average (4.9) over hRik . Note that the
channel autocorrelation matrix is given by Ch,ik := E[hikh
H
ik
] and the channel rank is
Ῡik := rank(Ch,ik) 6 (Qik + 1) (Lik + 1), where Qik and Lik is the associated number
of Doppler shifts and multipath for the ik-hop relaying vehicle. Using the eigenvalues






1, . . . , σ
2
Ῡik−1
] and VHikVik = IῩik
. Let the normalized channel vector be denoted
as h̄ik of size Ῡik × 1 whose entries are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)




h̄ik since both will have identical distribution, so the PEP will remain statistically









, where Aik is Hermitian (i.e. Aik =
AHik), so there exists a unitary matrix V̄ik and a real non-negative definite matrix D̄ik such
that V̄HikAikV̄ik := D̄ik . The eigenvector of Aik is D̄ik := diag[λ0, λ1, . . . , λῩik−1]. Since
V̄ik is unitary, the vector h̃ik = V̄ikh̄ik will have correlation matrix identical to h̄ik , namely
we have C̄ := E[h̃ikh̃
H
ik
] = E[V̄ikh̄ik h̄
H
ik















Defining βikp as the p





p=0 λp|βikp |2 where
Υik := rank(Aik). Assuming normalized Rician distributed fading channels, and averaging
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the resulting expression with respect to

























∣∣∣βikp ∣∣∣2(1−λp4 γ)−u2)I0 (∣∣βikp ∣∣ + u) d ∣∣βikp ∣∣ (4.12)
Substituting (4.11) and (4.12) in (4.8) and after averaging the conditional PEP over all































as the unconditional PEP expression, while Λik can be found by
numerically computing the integral expressions of (4.13) through the random generation
of proper statistics via Monte-Carlo techniques. The relatively low-heights of the antennas
on the communicating vehicles implies that the LOS communication can easily be blocked
by an obstruction, either static (immovable objects, such as buildings or terrain features,
like crests, hills and foliage) or mobile (such as (parked/non-parked) vehicles on the road).
However, it is reasonable to expect that a significant portion of the V2V communication will
be bound to the road surface, especially in highway environments, thus making the LOS
between two communicating nodes susceptible to interruptions by other vehicles. Even
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in urban areas, it is likely that other vehicles, especially large public transportation and
commercial vehicles such as buses and trucks, will often obstruct the LOS, i.e., [29,67–71]
and the references therein. In the following, we will study the case where the LOS is
obstructed. This leads to Rayleigh channel model which is in fact a special case of the
Rician channel.
Starting from (4.10) and averaging the resulting expression with respect to
∣∣βikp ∣∣ which



































































From (4.15) and (4.16), a diversity order of Dg = min
1≤i≤r+1
(Υi) is observed. In Figure
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Derived − L=0 & Q=0
Exact − L=0 & Q=0
Derived − L=1 & Q=0
Exact − L=1 & Q=0
Derived − L=0 & Q=1
Exact − L=0 & Q=1
Derived − L=1 & Q=1
Exact − L=1 & Q=1
Figure 4.3: Derived PEP (4.15) and exact PEP for 5-hops relaying vehicles.
4.3, we verify the accuracy of the derived PEP where we compare the exact PEP in (2.7)
with the derived PEP in (4.15). Exact PEP can be found by taking the expectation of
(2.7) numerically. We observe that the derived PEP provides a good match to the exact
one. There is approximately 4dB, 2dB and 1.5dB difference between the exact and derived
PEP expressions for the cases of [L,Q] = [0, 0], [L,Q] = [0, 1] and [L,Q] = [1, 1].





log (γ)). As clearly observed, asymptotical diversity gains of
Dg = {1, 2, 4} are obtained as expected from (4.16).
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Exact PEP L=0 & Q=0
Exact PEP L=0 & Q=1
Exact PEP L=1 & Q=1
Derived PEP L=0 & Q=0
Derived PEP L=0 & Q=1
Derived PEP L=1 & Q=1
Figure 4.4: Diversity order assuming five hops and various values of L and Q.
4.2.2 PEP for Relay Selection
In this section we consider the case of a relay-selection at each relaying hop. With dmi
denotes the distances between hop i − 1 and hop i for the associated relaying vehicle mi.
Here i = 1, . . . , r + 1, mi = 1, 2, . . . ,Mi and Mi is the number of the available relaying
vehicles at hop i. The relative geometrical gains are now defined as Gmi = (1/dmi)
α. Let
γ̇mi (n) and γ̇mi+1 (n) denotes the average end-to-end SNRs per block for Rmi−1 → Rmi and
Rmi → Rmi+1 links, respectively. For a dual-hop two-phase scenario, the i-hop relay will
be first chosen following criterion
rsel = arg max
ri
{min (γ̇sri , γ̇rid)} (4.17)
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For the multi-hop relaying scenario, the overall system SNR is dominated by that of
the weakest hop regardless of modulation scheme employed [84,85], hence, the best relays
will be chosen based on the following criterion









with Rsel,i as the selected i-hop relaying vehicle. From (4.4), the received signals at the






D(wq)U (n) hsel,i,q (n) + nsel,i (n) (4.19)






GseliEsΦ (n) hsel,i (n) + nsel,i (n) (4.20)
The selected relay is engaged in forwarding the received signal only if it has decoded
correctly, otherwise the relay is silent. The relay decodes and then forwards a fresh decoded
copy of the precoded signal to the next hop. We have the received signal during the (i)-
relaying phase at (i+ 1)-hop
ysel,i+1 (n) =
√
Gseli+1EsΦ (n) hsel,i+1 (n) + nsel,i+1 (n) (4.21)
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where hmp2 is the associated channel vector for the Rmp2−1 → Rmp2 link. Following the




















































Since the overall system end-to-end SNR is dominated by that of the weakest hop we




∣∣∣ γ̇b,j) 6 exp(−γ4 γ̇b,j) (4.26)













, and γ̇i = γ
diγi is the





. In the following, we
need to find the probability distribution function (pdf) of γ̇b,j. The CDF of γ̇i has the form
of [79]






∣∣∣ γm,j > x) (4.27)
We have γmj as a summation of weighted independent exponential random variables
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and will have the ’Hypoexponential distributions’ [72, 73]














∣∣∣ γm,j > x) = ∞∫
x










Substituting (4.29) in (4.27), we have





































































From γ̇b,j = max
i
(γ̇i), we have









P (γ̇i < x) (4.33)
therefore,
































Substituting (4.34) in (4.33), we have







































using the binomial theorem [80] and after some mathematical steps we can write the pdf
of γ̇b in a compact form as








































































For i.n.i.d. channels, starting from (4.33) and using the property [81]
Mj∏
m=1














we have the CDF for the relaying link SNR γ̇b,j











































































































































































For i.i.d multi-hop relay selection (4.41) and i.n.i.d multi-hop relay selection (4.45), we







In Figure 4.5, we compare the PEP expression given by (4.45) and the exact PEP
expression. We assume 5 hops (i.e. r = 4 relaying vehicles). We observe that the derived
PEP provides a good asymptotic upper bound on the exact one. There is about ' 3 dB,
' 2 dB and ' 1 dB difference between the exact PEP and the derived PEP for the
Mj = 1, Mj = 2 and Mj = 3, respectively. One can also note the slope changes in
the performance curve indicating the diversity gain. In Figure 4.6, for [L,Q] = [1, 1] we
observe the diversity advantage gained while using the relay selection technique at each
hop. As clearly illustrated, the asymptotical diversity gains of Dg = {4, 8, 12} are obtained
as expected in (4.46).
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Figure 4.5: Derived vs. exact PEP expressions for multi-hop V2V system with relay
selection.
4.3 Simulation Results
In this section, we present and investigate the error rate performance through Monte-
Carlo simulations. We assume 4-QAM modulation, operating frequency fc = 5.9 GHz,
Ts = 48µs [76]. We consider a 5-hops (i.e., r = 4) system unless otherwise noted. The
maximum relaying vehicle velocity is vr = 90km/h, the path loss coefficient is α = 2, and
the distance between the relaying vehicles are equal to 1 kilometer [29]. Delay spreads are
in the range of τd = 1.113µs - 1.773µs (i.e., L ∈ (0, 1)) for different traffic densities [44]. We
use the precoder Θ with parameters P = 2 and Z = 2, i.e., Q ∈ (0, 1). This therefore results
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Figure 4.6: Diversity order for multi-hop V2V system with relay selection.
in [L,Q] ∈ ([0, 0], [0, 1], [1, 0], [1, 1]). Perfect-CSI is assumed at the receiving terminals.
In Figure 4.7, for [L,Q] = [1, 1] and using (4.15) we investigate how increasing the
number of hops affects the diversity order. It is observed that, with increasing the number
of hops, the full diversity order is achieved at higher SNR regions.
In Figure 4.8, we present Monte-Carlo simulation results for BER performance assuming
perfect-CSI and Rician fading channel with Rician K -factor = 1dB [69]. As a benchmark,
we include the performance of cooperative scheme over frequency- and time-flat channel
(i.e., [L,Q] = [0, 0]), as well as the AWGN channel. It is observed that as the number of the
resolvable multipath components (L) and/or the number of Doppler shifts (Q) increase,
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Figure 4.7: Effect of the number of hops on the diversity order.
significant improvements are obtained as a result of precoding that extracts the diversity
in the underlying doubly-selective channels. For example at a target BER of 10−3, the
precoded system over a channel with [L,Q] = [0, 1] is 8 dB superior to the benchmark
curve. This performance improvement climbs up to 13 dB in a channel with [L,Q] = [1, 1].
Our results demonstrate that, if properly exploited, the performance can be improved for
channels with higher time and spectral variations.
In Figure 4.9, we present Monte-Carlo simulation results for BER performance assuming
perfect-CSI and Rayleigh fading channel. It is observed that as the number of the resolvable
multipath components (L) and/or the number of Doppler shifts (Q) increase, significant
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Figure 4.8: BER performance for 5-hops system with perfect-CSI and Rician fading chan-
nel.
improvements are obtained as a result of precoding that extracts the diversity in the
underlying doubly-selective channels. For example at a target BER of 10−3, the precoded
system over a channel with [L,Q] = [0, 1] is almost 9 dB superior to the benchmark
curve. This performance improvement climbs up to 15 dB in a channel with [L,Q] = [1, 1].
Our results demonstrate that, if properly exploited, the performance can be improved for
channels with higher time and spectral variations. However, when compared to the Rician
fading channel case in Figure 2.9, we find that higher SNR is required to attain the same
BER due to the absence of LOS component.
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Figure 4.9: BER performance for 5-hops system with perfect-CSI and Rayleigh fading
channel.
In Figure 4.10, we present Monte-Carlo simulation results for the BER performance
assuming imperfect-CSI. We consider the deployment of pilot assisted channel estimation.
In our simulations, a single pilot symbol is inserted in each transmitted block and a total
of 11 pilots are used from preceding and following blocks for channel estimation of a fading
coefficient in a particular slot of the block. As observed from Figure 4.10, imperfect channel
estimation on time-varying channel severely degrades the performance, resulting in error
floors and loss of diversity gains for small values of L and Q. However, for larger values,
the precoded scheme is able to exploit the underlying rich multipath-Doppler diversity and
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Figure 4.10: BER performance for 5-hops system with imperfect-CSI and Rayleigh fading
channel.
suppress the error floors in the desired SNR range. In Figure 4.11, we have the BER plotted
versus SNR for the relay selection scenario and one can notice the diversity improvement
with the increase of Mj. As an example, to end up with a BER = 10
−3 using the relay
selection technique we saved around ' 10 dB and ' 11 dB by using Mj = 2 and Mj = 3,
respectively.
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Figure 4.11: BER performance for 5-hops case with relay selection and Rayleigh fading
channel.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have investigated the performance of a multi-hop vehicular network
over frequency-time and time-selective fading channels using DF relaying. For the error
performance analysis, we have derived a closed form PEP expressions and shown that full
temporal and multipath diversity can be obtained via precoding. Furthermore, we studied
the ability to extract extra diversity gains by deploying a best-relay selection technique,




Conclusions and Future Work
In this final chapter, we summarize the contributions presented in this dissertation and
discuss some potential extensions to our work.
5.1 Research Contributions
In this dissertation, we have presented an error rate performance analysis of cooperative
vehicular systems considering various traffic and deployment scenarios.
In Chapter 2, we have investigated the performance of V2V communications under the
realistic assumption of doubly-selective fading channels and double-ring channel second-
order statistics for the proposed SISO and MIMO cooperation scenarios. To extract the
underlying rich multipath-Doppler-spatial diversity over the doubly-selective relaying chan-
nel, we have employed precoded cooperative transmission. Through the derivation of PEP,
we have analyzed the achievable diversity gains. We have presented Monte-Carlo simula-
tion results for the error rate performance to confirm the analytical derivations and further
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discussed the effect of imperfect channel estimation [45–48].
In Chapter 3, we have investigated the performance of a R2V cooperative communica-
tion system in which roadside access points use cooperating vehicles as relaying terminals.
We proposed and studied two scenarios, the single relay and the best relay-selection from
relays scenarios. For the doubly-selective vehicular channel under consideration, we have
employed a precoded cooperative transmission technique to extract the underlying rich
multipath-Doppler-spatial diversity. We came out with closed-forms expressions for the
error performance and diversity analysis. Through the derivation of PEP as well as the
numerical simulation results, we have demonstrated significant performance gains through
cooperation and proper precoding [49].
In Chapter 4, we have investigated the performance of a multi-hop V2V system over
frequency-time and time-selective fading channels using DF relaying. Through the deriva-
tion of PEP, we have shown that full temporal and multipath diversity can be obtained
via precoding. Furthermore, we studied the ability to extract extra diversity gains by de-
ploying a best-relay selection technique, where we choose the best relaying vehicle at each
relaying hop based on the maximum SNR [50].
5.2 Future work
The spectral efficiency of the proposed cooperative IVC schemes can be improved by deploy-
ing a two-way relaying rather than the one-way relaying mode considered here. Two-way
relaying mode is gaining much research attention recently [86–94]. It is a spectrally efficient
two-phase communication, where one or multiple relaying vehicles establish a bidirectional
communication between another two communicating vehicles. In the first phase, the two
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communicating vehicles transmit their message to the relaying vehicles. In the second
phase, the relays broadcast a composition of the two messages they received. The commu-
nicating terminals subtract the signal it already sent in the first phase from the broadcasted
composition it received in the second phase. Performance analysis of cooperative vehicular
communication with two-way relaying is an open problem to pursue.
Another open area is MIMO deployment. In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, we have
considered the deployment of Alamouti-based MIMO scheme. In vehicular networks, spac-
ing is not a problem and more antennas can be considered. The optimum number and
arrangement of antennas, the possibility to modify/introduce specific space-time codes for





Effect of Imperfect Channel State
Information
In this Appendix, we analyze the effect of channel estimation of the PEP expression given
by (2.9). For the ease of illustration, we consider only the SISO case and suburban/highway
scenario. Let esd and esrd denote the estimation error vectors for the associated links.



















In the case of imperfect channel estimation, the output of the ML detector at the

















srd,q] and ĥQ is its estimate related






























sd,q (n)]k,m = hrd,q (n; k −m) and [H
(0)
srd,q (n)]k,m = hsr (n)hrd,q (n, k −m) k,m ∈
[0, Nt − 1]. Since the Doppler spread matrix is calculated with respect to a known velocity,
estimation is needed only over the channel matrix. Noting eQ =
∑Q
q=0 diag[D(wq),D(wq)]×

















The second term includes the effect of both noise and imperfect estimation and is zero-
mean complex Gaussian with the variance of Esσ
2
eQ
+ N0. The average of effective SNR
(γ̂) including the effect of both noise and imperfect estimation is then given by
E (γ̂) =
γ
∣∣∣σ2hQ + σ2eQ − E (hQeQ)∣∣∣
γσ2eQ + 1
(A.5)




−wHc R−1c wc (A.6)
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∣∣∣ ĥ) ≤ exp(−(ĥHsdχ1ĥsd +K2ĥHsrdχ2ĥsrd)) (A.9)
which becomes independent of γ and indicates the presence of an error floor.
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